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EXECUTIVE SLW4ARY
Me ob .Jective of this investigation was to develop merhods and pro-
cedures that could be used in establishing practical applications for the high
resolution altimeter capability of the GEuS-3 and Future SEASAT satellite I	 i
missions.	 The geopotential model 	 that ha y direct applications	 in several
areas of geophysics, mLiine geodesy, 	 oceanography,	 Earth	 resources,	 etc.,
is the	 free air gravity anomaly.	 The requirements for gravity anomalies I	 {
1
is potcntial application areas such as oil and gas exploration are highly
demanding in terms of accuraev and resolution.	 Consequently, Battelle's
effort was directed toward development and test of a suitable technique for
G
deriving mean gravity anomaalies from dense altimetry data to a resolution
t
that has not been achieved before.. 	 Obviously,	 the achievement of such a
resolution has to be approached on it non-global basis.
The procedure developed and applied in this study uses a combina-
tion of both determtnistic and statistical techniques.	 The basic mathe-
matical model was ba yed on the Stokes'	 equation which describes the
analytical relationship between mean gravity anomalies and geoid undula-
jtions at a point;	 this undulation is a linear function of the altimetry
data at ghat point.	 The overdetermined problem resulting from the
excessive altimetry data available: was solved using Least-Squares prin-
rciples.	 These principles enable the simultaneous estimation of the
associated str.ndard deviations reflecting the	 internal consistenev based
on the accuracy estimates provided for the altimetry data as well as for
J
the terrestrial anomaly data.
Using GEOS-3 data in the calibration area, several test computa-
tions were made of the anomalies and their accuracy estimates for dif-
ferent combinations of:
(1)	 Four a priori weighting functions for anomaly
parameters
(:)	 rwo anomaly parameter configurations
(3)	 Three data densities and distributions.
For "profile"	 type or low density data,	 the computed anomalies
were sensitive to the a priori weights.	 For such a distribution of data,
nLanerical ,inom:al y auto- and cross-covariance functions can he used as
weighted constraints to obtain realistic estimates 	 for anom;+lies and 	 their f
acc:erac ies .
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Computed anomalies for l e x l e blocks were compared with terrestrial
estimates and also with a g et of anomalies computed by Rapp using l.east-
Squares Collocation procedures. The KMS differences were 8.7 mgal and 5.4
mgal, respectivel y , which were consistent with accuracy estimates assoct-
ated with these sets (10 mgal for terrestrial data acid 7.3 mgal for Rapp's
data).
The accuracy estimates for 1' x Z° mean anomalies that can be
obtained with the techniques used in this study are of the order of : mgal,
which is at leltst about four times better than the estimates for the
terrestrial data and Rapp's data. EsttmatiOtt of 30' x 30' Anomalies can
be accomplished with accuracies of About 5 mgal using the techniquesi em-
ployed here.	 these Accuracy figures are ver y eticouraging, indteating the
potential applications of the altimeter data in it variet y of areas. As a
result of the lack of accurate ground truth data, proper verification of
the fine results obtained by the procedures developed and used here is
not possible. Yids situation emptinsizes the pressing need for it marine
test range where detatled attd accurate ground truth gravity data would he
collected and made Available to verif y the results of GEOS-1 altimetev
data and also of further improved data expected of the future SEASAT
satellite missions.
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DETAILED GRAVITY ANO?UILIES FROM GEOS--3 SATELLITE ALTIMETRY DATA
by
S. Gopalapillat and A. G. Mourad
1. I NTRODUCTION
This report covers activities performed by Battelle's Columbus
Laboratories (BCL) for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Wallops Flight Center, under Contract No. NAS6-28111. The primar y
 objective
of these activities is the development and testing of a suitable technique
for estimating the fine structure of the Earth's gravity field from the
high resolution altimeter capability of GEOS-3 and future SEAFAT satel-
lite missions.
With the successful launch and operation of the Skylab and
GEOS-3 satellite altimeter s y stems, the acquisition of detailed gravity
data over the vast oceans of the Earth experienced a quantum jump in
speed and detail. Those data are directly derived from the altimetey
measurements in the form of geoid undulations which describe the separa-
tion of the geopotential level surface corresponding to the Mean Sea
Level (MSL) and the reference ellipsoid adopted as the closest analytical
surface representing the Earth. (1)	 However, the geopotential model that
has direct applications in several areas of geophysics, marine geodesy.
oceanography, Earth resources, etc., is the free air gravity anomaly.
The advantage of the gravity anomaly model over the undulation model is
its higher sensitivity to the various (anomalous) features on or near the
Earth's surface. Further, the direct .observations of the gravity on the
Earth's surface lend themselves to the natural representation of the
anomalous geopotential field b y free air gravity anomalies.
The requirements for gravity anomalies in potential application
areas such as oil and gas exploration are highly demanding in terms of
accuracy and resolution. The unprecedented resolution and speed with
which the altimeter data have become available have resulted in the possi-
bility that the fine structure (short wavelength features) of the anomalous
References, denoted b y superscript numbers, ,ire at end of report in
Section 7.
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geopotential could be determined. The determination o f
 this fine structure
hae a practical disadvantage where the number of geopotential parameters
to be determined is too large to handle, even with the largest computer
available today. Obviously, the p3ssibilities for solution to this pro-
blem can only be achieved through u.. of some form of non-global solution.
Several methods and procedures can be found in the literature
for determining gravity anomalies from altimetry data on a non-global
basis. Some of these are purely deterministic and some are statistical,
while others use a combination of these techniques. Examples of the
statistical techniques are Least-Squares Collocation (`
 and Fourier trans-
form solutions (3) . A direct determination of point anomalies from alti-
meter data using the inverse Stokes' equation (4) is an example of the
deterministic approaches(1,5),
The technique preferred over the above and employed in the ensuing
study is a combination type using the analytical relationship (Stokes'
equation) (6) between mean gravity anomalies and geoid undulation which is
linearly related to the altimetry observation. 'This technique has several
favorable features. The overdetermined problem resulting from the excessive
altimetry data available can be solved using Least-Squares principles. Anv
a priori information available on the gravity anomalies being computed can
be incorporated simultaneously using weighted constraints. Further, any
systematic errors inherent in the altimetr y data can be modeled and fil-
tered out.
This method was developed and some simulation studies made
while the principal author was working on an Air Force contract. The
details of that work can be found iii Referenced). In the current study,
essentially the same procedure, with minor modifications, is implemented
with real altimetry data from CEOS-3. For the sake of completeness, a
brief summary of the procedure is presented in Section ?, followed by a
short description of the various data sets (altimetr y
 as well as terres-
trial gravity and potential coefficients) used (Section 3). In Sections
4 and 5, results are liven for the 1° x 1° and 30' x 30' gravity anomaly
determinations. Conclusions from these results and recommendations toward
any
 future work in this area are presented in Section 6.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND PROCEDURE
As indicated varlier, tile' details of the technique atld procedllte
used in this stud y are full y documented 111 , However, for the Sake of Com-
plerene -s -s , the portiana+ relev ant t , ^ the mathematical model and the procedures
fur implelnentin` the -same will !'e %tulnnartie d here.
2.1 Mathematical Model
For practical implementltlall, the Stakes' formula. generalized to
:ul\ • geocentric reference ellipsoid. can he writtrn to the form: tll
Nll	
N ,, +	 X1..!'7 
Ag in ti(^ 'iJ ) .1,i i)
	111
Where
N il - um{uliltlan at potilt IN
N - :L y le con4tant
h - average F:arth riadius
average guavtty on Earth
.1g - free-ait o'avtt y atlanlaly
Jo	 area of Elie Flack ovet which .fig is .I tl Vlllned LOnst.tnt
41 i - dlst:ln.'t . hetweell p and A;
tj - suh y crlpt identit y itig the black .in it gri,l,tr,l torm.lt,
.411d S(lp ij ) is the stokos' 11111"tion given ast(i)
S(y') - X - t'x+1-5tos W ig - t t'tla u i ^ 1nix+x `i'	 ) .
with
^i
x - a+ in (-1)
Equation (1) implies: th.lt 1 l; .t11d N	 :Ire campatit'le with rt'}+{ i t, t
to the tl.1ttelling of the rete:'el'X4 1 rllipsaid.	 It also implies th.lt .1g he
known in ever y hla.k it on the Forth. Ilowevet. the hellavior of the kernol
tit. ) is Egtl:ttian O il is such that it atuppressrs tilt' oft• t'ct of thr .•t.l\•it\'
allalil.11 it •.. ill thr .Olhl , Vt'1110tt' t ram the comput.it ioll paint so that x111\' tit'
lower harmonic-4 if the gravit y 1" . 1d ill the'•rt' . Feas t'atltrihklte signitic.ltlt tv
to l. , wt*1	 1t'w1'44e h.It".1011i,'s art` 1'ec1S.1 11ll'I\' we  I k11"u'll and Itl.l\ • tit`
llvt'd to adyalltatte to Ckmpllte the cont rthlltion tram the :ti tles remott` tram N
(:)
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In view of the above, the undulation N can be assumed to he
p
composed of four components, N ot N 1 , N., and N
1 o f 
^1 that:
NF 	No + N 1 . N^ + N 3
	(3)
where N i , the lower harmonic contribution over the whole surface of the
Earth, is given by:
NM.+x n _	
nmnm	
_
N l • R	 L ('C cos m \+S sill m A) P 
rim (sin.)
	 (Sl
n • _ Mao
with	 (S,\)	 geocentric coordinates of P
C 
nm' nm
S	 • fully normalized potential coefficients referred to the same
reference field t o which N  in Equation (t 1 refers
Nmax • maximum degree to which potential coefficients are used
Pnm (sins) • full y normalized associated l.egendre function.
Then, N,,, th - higher harmonic contribution from a cap centered at
the computation point is expressed as:
N` 
a S+tG fo f	 8 ) Sk 1do
	
(S)
C
i
1
f	 ^^
^11
+1
1
I
wit (7)
N	 lmax	 s•.
1g s 	 GF (n-1) d
	 inm A	 ^Fnm cos m\ J"Mao
t
+ 
S	 t	 ^^	 ill m\	 lt+)
nm A ff  nm
A
where the smoothing operator d is set to . one. The integrals in Equation (e)
indicate that Jg s is the mean gravit y anomal y
 over the black of .trea A. , c	 1
In Equation (S) implies that the integration is carried out w'.	 Spherical
I	 1	 ^	 I
I__ 	 11	 '	 ^	 i	 f
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cap of radius ^ 0 . Then, the higher harmonic contribution from the area out-
side the cap is:
N3	 4RG f	 (fig-Ags)S(VP)do
a-
C
with o -oc being the area of the remote zones.
N 3 would be the error in N  if the actual anomaly information in
the remote zones is replaced by anomalies implied by a spherical hannonic
potential coefficient set truncated at degree N max . Neglecting N ^) Equation
(3) with Equation (S) can be written in the form:
N - N + Nl t 4RCv f6gJ 	 S(^) 
AC
	
(8)
p	
o 
	 c
where	 bg - Ag - Ag s
 ,	 (8A)
which can be Interpreted as Lhe mean anomalies referred to a reference
spherop of degree and order N
r;ax'
At this point we have the option of modeling any systematic errors
that may be inherent in the altimetry observations. However, the data we
used in this study have been preprocessed and corrected for any systematic
errors due to tides, orbit uncertainties, etc. (8) . Consequently, it is
assumed that the data are free of systematic errors, other than the global
constant parameter Nwhich can absorb any bias, constant over the area
0
under consideration.
2.2 Procedure For Anomalv Recovery
The mathematical model expressed by Equation (8) forms the basin
for the computation of mean gravity anomalies from altimeter data which, at
thin point, are assumed to be in the form of geoid undulations averaged
over the radar footprints. Every altimeter observation will result in an
equation of she type (8). Conceptually, a set of such equations will give 	 M
a meaningful solution when the number of observations equals or exceeds
	
t	 ^the number of unknowns (anomalies and N
"ON	 J4
I	 1
r	 y
(1)
1
I^
I
i,
4k
iIi
e
In order to incorporate the a priori information, if any, on some
or all unknowns, let all the unknowns also be treated as observables with
A priori weights. Zero weights can be assigned to those unknowns for which
no information is available. In this case, Equation (8) can be interpreted
as a condition among observables. For consideration of redundancy, the
number of observations would be the sum of the altimetry observations and
the unknowns with non-zero weights. The resulting redundancy in the system
can be exploited in some type of adjustment technique.
The mathematical model as given by Equation (8) can he rewritten
is a more general form as follows:
F(N, 6g , N o ) - 0
	 (9)
where F is a function of the altimetry observationb N, the residual anomalies
referred to a spherop of degree N
max, 
and the constant bias as expressed by
Equation (8). In matrix notation, let X  denote the vector of a priori
estimates of the unknowns (Sg, No ) and NOB be the vector of observed values
of observables (N). If the adjusted values of these quantities are, respec-
tively, Xa and Na , then:
XaX +V
o	 x
(10)
Na NOB + V 
where V and V
N 
are vector9 of residuals of the unknowns and observations,
x
respectively.
Linearizing Equation (9), the resulting condition equation, in
matrix notation, is:
V + AV x + W - 0	 (11)
where A is the design matrix of partial derivatives of F with respect to
the unknowns. W is the inisclosure vector obtained by evaluating F with
the values X0 and NOB . If the weight :matrices for the observations and
unknowns (also considered observables) s-e P ar,d P x , respectively, then the
Least-Squares solution for the residual vectors is:
ri .,.	 1
•i	 ^
r
r	 i ^ 	 1	 1	 1^	 i
t
7
f
V	
- (ATPA + P x ) -1 ATPW	 (12)
VN . - (AV x + W)
and the covariance matrix can be estimated from:
o2TPA r P ) -1( 	 ,
'" x	 o	 x
where 0o is the variance of unit weight estimated from
0 2 • (VTFV + V T P V )/DF	 (15)
o	 N N	 x x x
with DF being the number of degrees of freedom.
The adjusted values of the unknowns and the observations are
obtained by substituting the vectors V
x	 N
and V in Equation (10). I'he ad-
dusted values of the anomalies are referred to the spherop of degree N
Max,
If the anomalies need to be referred to an ellipsoidal reference field.
they -an he obtained b y simply adding Ag h [Equation (b)) back (Equation
(SA)I.
2.3 Non-Global Solution
The discussion thus far has been on the general feasibilit y of
recovering gravity anomalies from altimetry data. The application of the
above method for small regions of the Earth will be discussed here. In
fact, the insignificant contribution to the geoid undulation at an y point
from anomalies in the remote zones is the key to this non-global solution.
Suppose that the anomalies within a given area, for example a
circle of radius ,;(I) centered at a point, Q, are to be determined. then,
the altimetry data within an area of a concentric circle (II) of radius
('.+gyOM ) are necessary to determine these anomalies so that the contribution
(13)
(14)
t'
^'om	 dos
1
^ 7
h
8
from altimetry data outaidc this circle is less than a pLedetermined value
UOW Figure 1 illustrates this system. Further, the mathematical model
(Equation (8)J requires that the area of anomalies be extended to a further
distance of 1P 0S from Circle II to Circle III. This mean & there is no
observation equation for any observa t ion within Circle II that will have a
cap extending beyord Circle III. At this point, it should be emphasized
that altnough all the anomalies within Circle III will be treated as un-
knowns in this procedure , only fur those within Circle I have all contrituting
factors been taken irto account. This means that the determination of only
those anomalies in Circle I can be totally reliable. The rest of the
anomalies will be poorly determined and their quality of determination
tail.l deteriorate as the distance of these Pnomalies from Circle I increases.
!1
1
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III	 I	 II
MIDDLE ZONE
OUTER ZONE
FIGURE 1. SYSTEM OF OBSERVATION AND UNKNOWNS FOR
A NON-GLOBAL SOLUTION
VBefore proceeding turtller, we should det ine the angles yt ►M ;Intl yOS1
witch determine the site of the circlem. 10 OMis the site tit the cal , where
the geoid undulations outside this ca r have tnmigiiificalit contrihutimi to the
anomaiv fit ;tie eetlter of the to it given accurlii y level. Tl'ris cal , Kite
can be determined by considering a graph of the remote-tones contributions
to the anomaly through the Nverse -Stokes' formula for different cap
sizes. (1	 1'heii, for a given error of commtsmion due to neglect of ths ,	1
remote-tone effects. the corresponding cap st:e can he interpolated from
the graph.	 Inc idanttall y . the suhseript M indt, ates the cap sire too for
Molo.lenskit's formula. Similarly. the muhscript S tit ^ , OS denotes the call
mite for Stokes' formula, and 1{ , 0	fill a 1 s.` he , ie t erm i lied ill the !tame f asll toil
a s VrOM
1
2.4 Eva luati on o f itokes' Formula
lit
	
the elemo,lts of the design matrtx A It •'gtuitton (111],
.tn average valutl
 of the Stokes' tunt• tiott as given b y Equation (1) has to hr	 II
rvaluate,i tar wary anrmal y block lnval y .l .t tit 	 adjustment. The, etically,
the AVr['age v;liur `(W) is expresse,i llv: 	 l
1
r
SIVt)	
^u . fs (40do
	
 (lhl	 f
,11 	 1
11l1\74 • vet', ill pl'actict`, Ftlllattall ( 1t,1 is evalll;itt'd bV Comptlttllg olle ar K1'V1 1 1'a1	 ' r
1	 values of S(Vr) for difterent points ill 	 black tit 	 the anomal y is
given and avet.iging the results. 	 I'he a "t%racV of 0: 18 aver.lgo will tiepen,l
, 1 n the size of . .11ld the nutill'or at val.tcs comllitted. 	 Since S(v . ) is very	 t
'	 r
• : r • lt y tt ive for •small V.11 tu • s at li, ,nort , points are iogtl l red for an accurate	 9
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^. DATA DESCRIPTION	
I
The various types of data used in this study are described here.
These include:
(1) Altimetry data
(2) Terrestrial anomaly data
(3) Spherical harmonic potential coefficients set
(4) Numerical auto- and cross-covariances between
1° x 1° and 5° x 5° anomal y blocks with distance ^.
Before proceeding further with a description. of each data set, it is neces-
sary to define the area selected for the anomal y recovery . The basic cri-
terion for the location of this area is the coverage of the altimetry data
available at the time the computer program, were being developed and tested.
This preprocessed data, free of systematic bias and orbit errors to within
78 cm, were made available to us b y Professor Rapp (12)
 of The Ohio State
University. The best coverage of these data was in a 5° x 5° equal-area
block whose latitude and longitude bounds are 40°-35° N and 291°-297° E.
respectively. This block, which is approximatel y equivalent to a cap of
radius ip - 2°5 (Figure 1), is within the calibration area.
For W0M in Figure 1, a value of 3 0 is chosen, which corresponds
to a truncation error of about 1.5 mgals on the anomalies to be computed.
This value is taken from the graph on page 23 of Reference (1) and cor-
responds to Standard Earth (SE)II (13) potential coefficients truncated at
	 I
degree 16. Considering the improved Goddard Earth Model ('GEM) 9 (14) used
in this study , this error of 1.5 mgals should be a very conservative
estimate.
In the case of the truncation cap angle, q)os, for the Stokes'
formula, a value of 22 degrees which corresponds to a truncation error of
_just over 0.6 m is chosen. (1) Once again, this error correspond; to the
SE II potential coefficients truncated at degree 16. Consequentl y , the
outer circle (III) is of radius 21°5; the radius of the middle circle is 	 r,
5°5 a-,. that of the inner circle is 2°5. Assumirg for practical purposes
square areas instead of circular caps, terrestrial anomalies are required
over a 55° x 55° block and the altimetr y data would be required over a
11° x 11° block.	 I
12
3.1 Altimetry Data 1
L;
I
These data are taken from a set of sea :surface topography heights
and their standard errors in the GEOS-3 calibration area, supplied by Rapp(S).
1'he data are derived from the raw altimeter data corrected for tides and
are free of bias and orbit errors to about 65 cm in the calibration area(8).
There are about 15,000 observations within the 11' x 11° area selected for
this study. However, the maximum number of observations used in this studv
is 7475, taking every other observation. The geographical distribution
of these data is as shown in Figure 2. This data set also had geoid un-
,lulations implied by the GEM-9 potential coefficients set truncated at
degree 20.
E
I
Y	 ^
I .^
3.2 Terrestrial Gravity Data
The anomaly data used in this study consisc of two sets. The
x 5° equal-area anomalies and their standard errors were taken from
\ppendix A of Reference (7); the 1° x 1° (approximatel y ) equal-area anomalies
and their standard errors were supplied b y
 Rapp from his tape called
"August 1976 Tape" (7) . These anomalies are referred to the Geodetic Reference
System 1967(15).
3.3 S pherical Harmonic Potential Coefficients
Miese data are a set of fully normalized potential coefficient,;
l
complete to degree and order 20 from the GEM-9 (14)
 and referred to the
il
l 	Geodetic Reference System 1967(15).
3.4 Numerical Autocovariance Model
1'lie sizes of the blocks of anomalies involved in the recovery of
	
\	
1° x 1' anomalies are 5 and 1 degrees. The autocovariance models for 1° x 10
anomalies and 5° x 5° anomalies and their cross-covariances are computed
	
11	 using the subroutine CGVA (10) , which uses the assumption that b y
 varying
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the heights of the paints P and Q in the point anomaly autocovariance
function C(P,Q) points Q  and Q, can be found, for Which anomal y covariance
C(Q 19 Q 2 ) given a good approximation to any (sav V x t°) mean anomaly
covartance function. For example, Q I • Q2 - 10.4 km will give covariances
for 1" x Y mean anomalies. Similarly, 5' x 5' mean anomaly covariance"
can be approximated by C(a?	 11h)1 Q 1 ) for Q 1	 98.45 {.m	 The cross-c ovarian: e
between the V x V and the S° x 5' mean anomal ies are computed by setting
Q 1 - 10.4 km and Q,, a 48.45 km. A set of thane covariances and cross-
covariances computed b y COVA for various angular distances, 0, are given
in Table 1 for Nmax 0 20.
TABLE 1. MF4XN ANOMALY COVARIANCES AND CROSS-
COVARIANCES FOR 1-hF.0 AND 5-DEG BLOCKS
1x1	 Dee 1K5 Deg 05 Deg
VP (de A) (Mga 1 2 1 (tea 12_ (mg.a 1 = )
0.00 b54.41 20$.81 103.64
.50 433.78 190.95 98.83
1.00 268.48 152.46 8b.28
1.50 170.20 112.55 61).81)
..00 105.90 78.30 12.95
..50 61.43 50.72 37.31
3.00 29.83 29.10 23.78
3.50 7.17 12.47 12.57
4.00 -8.45 - *Ot, 3.59
6.00 -33.78 -22.18 -14.31
8.00 -26.93 -1900 -14.08
10.00 -10.69 -8.55 -b.70
12.00 3.54 1.40 .90
14.00 10.72 7.4 5.24'
10.00 10.48 7.68 5.61
18.00 5.41 4.15 3.17
20.00 -.81 -.38 -.13
22.00 -5.00 - 3.61 - 2.55
24.00 -5.98 -4.37
-3.19
26.00 -3.84 -2.81) -2.16
28.00 -.29 -.31 . 21)
30.00 2.74 1.44 1.38
35.00 2.02 1.53 1.15
40.00 -2.76 -2.01
-1.46
45.00 -.17 -.16
-.14
50.00 2.13 137 1.15
a.
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4 . 1' x 1 ° MEAN GRAVITY ANOMALY RECOVERY
Since this study is a continuation of that reported in Reference (1),
a brief summitry of the previous results and conclusions may be helpful before
presenting the results of the current study. The previous study was based
purely on simulations where there were only one altimeter observation per
block (1'x1') over a 30° x 30° area. Mean Anomalies over V x V blocky
were recovered from these observations in it 10° x 10° area.
The highlights of the results were that:
(1) The recove°v of 1° x 1° mean gravity anomalies
was feasible with the procedure outlined earlier
in this report
(2) A posteriori estimates for standard deviations
obtained from the densit y of observations used
(one per block) were about 19 mgal.
(3) Exclusion of the anomalies in the outer zone
(Figure 1) as unknowns resulted in modeling
errors (aliasing effect) being introduced in
the anomalies being recovered; however, the aliasing
effect on the a posteriori standard deviations was
not very significant
(4) When these anomalies were included. the system of
equations became unstable so that (a priori) wieghted con-
straints were necessary for any realistic results
(5) Minimum requirement for the density of observattons
was one per block.
These results form the basis for this study.
The major difference between the two studies is that the current
:study wises very dense real data while the previous study was hosed on y itnu-
lation data which were very sparse. Consequently, the present studv will
attempt to examine several issues raised at the conclusion of the last studv.
The Principal issues include:
(1) The performance of the too hnique and procedure
with real data
(2) The effect of the high density data oil
estimates of the anomalies recovered ^I
16
(3) The use of mean anomalies of larger blocks in the
outer dnd middle zones (Figure 1)
(4) The use of numerical auto- and cross-covariances
for weighted constraints on the anomaiv parameters.
It was hoped that answers to these issues would help in the formulation
of an optimum procedure for improving our knowledge of the geopotential
field using satellite altimeter data.
4.1 Mean Anomaly Parameter Systems
With the cap sizes chosen (in Section 3) for a non-global solution,
the parameters will include all the equal-area mean anomalies within the
area of a 55° x 55° equal-area block. This will result in 3025 1° x 1°
equal-area mean anomalies, which is too large and expensive to handle for
several tests to be performed in this study. Consequently, 5° x 5° equal-
area mean anomalies are considered for the outermost 20° of the outer zone
and 1° x 1° anomalies for the rest of the area, as shown in Figure 3, where
the extent of the altimeter data is shown with the rectangle with broken
lines. As a result, the total number cf anomaly parameters would be 337
(112 - 5° and 225 - 1°). In the other tests, 5° anomalies are considered
for both the middle and outer zones, in which case the number of anomaly
parameters is 145 (120 - 5° and 25 - 1°). In the ensuing discussions, the
.	 system with 337 anomaly parameters will be referred to as System. A, and
S y stem B would be that with 145 anomalies. It should be noted that there
would be one error model parameter, Not to be determined in addition to
the anomaly parameters.
4.2 A Priori Weights For The Parameters
The a priori weight matrix ? x in Equation (12) can be considered
to consist of two suhmatrices, given by:
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PS 0
P	 .	
.5
	 (18)
x	 0	
P 
0
implying that correlation between the residual anomalies 6g and No
 are zero.
There are several ways the weigt.t matrix P ag for the Anomaly
parameters can be defined, depending on the type of a priori information
available en them. In the ensuinR test for the mean anomaly comnutationa,
PQg is defined in four ways:
(1) It is set to zero (P6g 0 0), implying that we have
no information on them.
(2) Using the estimates provided by Rapp (7) for the standard
errors of the anomaly values determined from terrestrial
measurements, P6R is defined as a diagonal matrix D-I
where the elements of D are the square of the standard
errors. That is:
P 6 - D-1
	
(19)
implying that the anomaly estimates are independent of
each other.
(3) Assuming that the anomalies are stochastic quantities,
their weight matrix is defined using the auto- and
cross-covariances among them interpolated from the
values presented in Table 1. If the auto- and cross--
covariance matrix is C, then:
P 6 r C-1	
(20)
(4) If the terrestrial estimates are assumed to consist of
signals and noise (17) , then:
P 6 = (C+D) -1 ,	 (21)
where C is the auto- and cross-covariance matrix and
D is a error covariance matrix assumed diagonal as
in Item (2) above.
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For the purpose of determining the a priori weight for the
constant, N o, term, any error In N Q is considered to come from twu major
sources:
(a) Uncertainty in the semimajor axis of the tr^ , an F.arth
ellipsoid
(b) Uncertainty in the equatorial gravity.
The accuracy estimate for the semimajor axis is given by Rapp (18) as
2.5 m. The error contribution from an uncertainty of 1 mgal in the
equstionul. gravity for a cap of 20° is about 2.6 m. 
(Q) 
Therefore, the error
due to both sources is 3.6 m, which, rounded to 4 m is u:,ed for the accuracy
of NQ-term. Consequently,
P 
	 " 1/16 m-2
	
(22)
0
For a priori values of anomalies, the terre p ttlal data described
in Section 3.2 are used when 
P 
6 is defined according to Equations (19) and
(21). Satellite anomalies as defined by Equation (6) are used when P 
6 is
either 0 or C -1 . However, ir, all the ensuing computations, the a priori
value for N is assumed to be zero.
0
4.3 Tests With "Profile" Altimetry Data
At the time of the computer programs being modified/extended to
accommodate the real data, it was decided to test them with the only pre-
processed altimetry data available in the literature (1`) . These data, which
will. be referred to as the profile data, were supplied to us on computer cards
by Rapp. The distribution of these data (in the calibration area) is shown
on Figure 4. It can be seen from this figure that onl y five passes are
within the block where the gravity anomalies are sought.
The system of gravity anomalies assumed for these tests is System
B, shown on Figure 3, where the total number of unknowns is 146. Four tests
were carried out with the weight matrices P6 
8 
as described in the last
section.
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In the first test where P 6 was set to zero, the s y stem of normal
equations %,.as unstable. The results of the other three tests are sum-
marized in Table 2, where the blocks in which there are no altimeter data
available are excluded. In this table, the average a priori standard
deviation and the average a posteriori standard deviation are self-ex-
planatory. The Root Mean Square ( RMS) anomaly difference refers to the
difference between the terrestrial anomaly estimates and those computed in
these tustt,. The results of Table 2 show that there is very little dif-
ference between the three weighting procedures. However, comparing the
recovered anomalies in each of these tests, we find that while t'ie RMS
difference between the tests where P Sg • (C+T)l -1
 and 
P`g 
0 C-1 is only about
3 mgal, it is about 12 mgal for the rest where P`Sg
	
D -1 and each of the
other two. This indicates the strong possibilitv that the a priori relative
weights for the anomalies which are computed from terrestrial estimates
are incorrect.
How much of an improvement these anomalies obtain in their esti-
mates from the altimeter data is demonstrated in Figure 4, where the a
posteriori standard deviations 
(16) 
corresponding to the case of P 6 . c-1
are given. These numbers show that the anomalies of blocks where there are
no altimeter data are ver y poorly determined. Their determination is best
when the altimeter pass goes through the center of the block or when the
data are dense and uniformly distributed within the block.
TABLE 2. RESULTS OF ANON4,-Y RECOVERY
WITH "PROFILE" DATA
Statistical Parameter
	 P- IC+DI- 1
	P	 C-1	 P	 pog	 ^g	 6g
.average standard deviation (lo), mgal
A priori 28.1 26.3 10.0
A posteriori 9.1 8.4 7.2
RMS difference with terrestrial
anomal y , mgal 16.3 16.8 16.5
Variance of unit weight
	 (a o ) 0.86 0.85 1.00
Constant	 N
G ,
	 ;n
-7.0	 :t1.^
-5.1	 _	 1.2 -2.1
	 j.?
III
I^
I\
i
j 0
Statistical Parameter
I '	 Average standard deviation (lo), mgal
it	 A priori
A posteriori
RIMS difference with terrestrial
!	 anomaly, mgal
Variance of unit weight (o o)
•'	 Constant Not m
P6g- 0
5^i
14.8
1.06
0.7 ! 4.1
22
4.4 Tests With Low Density Altimeter Data
The term low density refers to the set of 1496 data points which
is one of every five dat- points shown on Figure 2. The difference between
th!s and the profile data as discussed in the last section 1s that the low-
density data are more evenly distributed in the area than the profile set.
In ordr, r to :study the effects of these low-density data on this anomaly
recovery, three more sets of computations were made with the same System (P)
of anomaly unknowns. Since the difference between using P ig . C -I and P6g
(C+D) -1 is small, as seen from the previous tests, it was decided that the
three new dererminationF %.culd use:
(a)P 6 0
(b)
P 5
	 (C+D)-1
(c) P 6 - D-1
The results of these determinations are summarized in Table 3.
1 i
1
1
.4
1
i
F
1
TABLE 3. RESULTS OF ANOMALY RECOVERY
WITH LOW DENSITY DATA
l
P 6g '	 (C+D)-1 P6g a D-1
28.1 10.0
6.0 6.1
13.2 13.0
1.24 1.62
-3.6	 *	 2.3 0.5	 t	 1.0
i^
I
i
Once again, on the average, there is very little difference between
	
fI
results of tae various weighting procedures. Results in Table 3 indicate
that the a posteriori standard deviation estimates as well as the RMS dif-
ference between the computed and terrestrial anomalies have improved somewhat over
40
.*V 'A' ;
t	 1	 ^	 i 1
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Ithose with the profile data. Also, the 1tMS differences between the ationt.t 1 it's
determined with P 5g • ( C+D) -1 and P tSg - D-1 have dropped to 7,'• mgal comp.tted
to 1.: mgal with the profile dicta. In tact, Or difference 1s less than
ing.el for 19 of the 25 r,rtomal ! es computed. however, the rea yotts fot' the
differences of greater than 10 mxal in the other six ationlaiies ,tea n,tt
clost at this time. 	 It should also be noted thitt the• s y siem of normal
equations appears to he stable for P Sg - 0 for the anum.tIv and altimetry
beta avdteme under consideration.
4.5 Tests With Nigh Densi^tv_Data
In tllese tes ts, the altimeter ttata ur.ed are as shown utt Figure 2,
(741S data points) which to five t imes de ►tHer than the low-,tensity datat
dtsc tlYNrd in the last subsection.	 hies• • tests Are aimed at examitttrig the
effect of htgh-densiIv data oll the ilk' t • uraCy estt i mates of the alloulal ies 1,eittg
determined. Here again we use the s.nne weight trig functions: .crib tho atiomai
par.tmeter S y ntrnt P that Mere used with the low-denstt y data.	 The tevults:
:ttrrrsp.^ndittg to these tests art • glven in l'al,ld 4.
VAIRI.E 4.	 KF'SITrS OF ANOMALY IZECUVl•'A1'
WITH HIGH  DENS I'TY PA rA
Statist it- ttl Para lilt , 	 PtSg - t 1	 Psg - (C+ I)1 - 1 	 1'`^ - 1^-1
Average Standard deviat ion ( lo) , mg:t l
A priori	 :N.I	 ltt.il
A posteriori	 :.t► 	 :.7
hMS different a with tern e:etrial
a110111a l y , niga l	 l •+.8	 1.0 . t	 14 . 1
Cartanct ,
 of unit weight (o o )	 1.Ott
	 1.l I	 1 . t•,
Const .vit N u . m4	 i, .	 4,8 ! l .` i	 t1, t'	 tl,ti
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i	 1 i s 1.i .ig.iiii another ex.lmple of tilt- conatistent agree• mout among
(h. various weighrinK alsorithms. Ill y dominatice of the Altimeter data can
w
be see'll t re a m Jklevnie t betwe • ell the comptited .lne e m,ll ies tlllder tile various
A
wvIghting procedures, 	 lilt • FUNS difference for tilt , cases P
'
, K
.	 • 0 anti 1'	 •
3B
(C+d) -1
 is 8.h mgaI.	 For the cases Y, g • (C+U) -1 alit( 1` ,`g ` I)-1 t this dlf-
^, ference is ottly N mtial. Comparing the results of the high-denstty dat.t with
those of tile. Iow-density data, the estimated standard deviation averaged for
tilt. 25 blacks is 1u y t under half fo. ft'!e time, incre.tse in tilt . .tensity of
alttmeter data.	 life RMS ,litterence iv the compute ' l aflom .11:es :s only ..^ mg'.tl.
4.6 Tests With 1° x 1' Anomalies of Svstem A
Ilic m1omal y Svstem A (Fthur y )) consists of 1° x 1° atwntalie^;
extending : Jegtees bevond tilt- lift idle , :one (Figure 1).
	
lllt • total uunibt.r ,,t
anomaly parameters in this s ystem is 33 7 . eft which 225 are 1° x 1° anomalies.
Tile number of observations corresponding to the high-density data is 7475.
Comp%iter t imt.wtse. it would tie ver y expensive to use flit ,
 high-.tensity data
'i	 with flit' s y ste'm of Its ullknowtls inelt{diiig tit, NJ -tern(.	 Cousegt{t.ntly, we
.tec tdt..1 [.t examine the et fect of extrndtu.; tilt l' x 1" .lneemal it.s brvcn.i flit-
middle :. • lie wtth tilt , low-densit y d.tt.t which has 14 9 0 data points.	 '111v
wt. t hh t i lig f une t ions 1-e-r1,1 i lied t tie same. 	 Ilse resti 1 t s are summar i xet] in I'ab le 't .
VABLE 5. KESULTS OF ANOMLY RECO\'F:RY
FOR ANOMALY SYSTEM A
1
tit .1t lst (cal
	 ar.unet er
Average standard de g• i,tt ion ( le , ) , inga 1
.1 priori
:1 post erlot' i
HMS ditteren. • e with tet•ves(ri.0
.1110111.11 ..	 nig.t l
l'.1r1.111, • r "t unit weight (.^ )
o
t otistatitillee .
l3	 !•	 e K
	
-9.1	 10.0
_ 1,•.	 4.4	 i a
14.0	 11.7	 10.5
0.7.`	 1 ) . ti:	 t), i)2
0.1 t 2	 -•^.l1	 1.(t	 -7.S	 t^.ee
r^
25
1'nitke with the anomaly S y stem B. the s y stem of normal equations
is unstable for zero a priori weights on the anomalies. The RMS difference
betwee,i the computed and the terrestrial itnotiutiies is the lowest (about
11 m ttnl) among all the different seta of computations we have done in this
study.
The effect of extendinx the smaller anouuil y blocks (1' x 1°)
hevonti the middle zone ciin be best seen in ,a comparison in Table b between
the results obtained with Svstems A nttd 6. The weighting function tied in
-1
:his competri g on is (CFD)	 . i l`
I`
TABLE 6. COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH SYSTEMS A AND B
Statistical Parameter	 System A	 System B
Average it posteriori Standard deviation (lo). mgal
	 4.4	 6.0
RMS difference with terrestrial anomal y , mgal
	 11.7	 13.2
RMS difference with 
e,,	
D- 1 , mgal
	 5.8	 7.5
Variance of unit weight (o o )	 0.82	 1.24
!	 1
ii
I
I^
I'
^	 II
Constant No , m
	
-4.8 t l.b	 -3.b t 2.3
RMS difference (A- B)
	4.8 mg:tl
llie results in this table demonstrat ￿ slit . "vet• all iml r.wement ill
performance with -S y stem A when compared with S y stem Is . Yet, the differences
.ire not dr.im-itie.
	
llowever, the anomal ie •i vocovered in loth Cllr s y stems are
significantl y ditfercttt lR"!S difference
	 ` t .ti m-S.i1) but Still CtI tlsistcnt with
the accurac y
 estimates associated with the anoaii1ies. Mast of this dif-
ference could he attributed to the aliasing affect resulting tram approxi-
mating the detailed anomalous gravit y t.tructuit • in the middle tone with
larger block- anomalies.
Th e aecur.tc y
 estim.ltes l	 mgal) . , I, tit int • ,l with low-tiellsity dat.i
.ire excellent :-mi`+ideving the acettraev of the terrestrtal dat.i .iv.i:lahle
t^
1
1
^I
1I
`'; 11r
R .^1
:h
toda y .	 lllis est imate can he futthet (mptri,ve• ,1 t.' about 2 -2.5 n1K.0 with the
high-densit y dAEA. as we hAve sev il with flit• results with the ant•m:ll\`
S v ste:ll It (' al, le 4).
6.7 Compartson With Rapp's Anoautliely
In order to dett'Smine how go o d these Ct/m, I nted a11,'1nAl ie S Ale, we
pt-ovi,ie the fo llowi ng comp:lrlsoti in Figure S .	 Fout- iantiltl.ltt• %vt y ,'t
ationia l ic y
 are selected for this ,','lnparieon:
	
1,1)	 Set 1 - lotus set corresponds to S y stelll A. is
,Iis:usseti in than l:lvt suhsoot ion , with it
t'ritart weights P `, • (C+n) -1 ,	 In this systemt
t+
I" x 1" Anomd 1v unknowns a\ t ended	 t,evon[i
the mid.tIt` :,'lie.
	
1.•.^	 Sot	 - ihie. ,-,'Yi'Pti l','li,i :: to S% + .,tt'nl g With •^•• \ '^"
.IU"til:tIies ll`It• d f or the • mi,WIt' and ,`tiler zone...,
all,t high ,it • ll y it\' .lit i tilt- tr y d.1t.1	 .\galtl,	 tht`
weighting tut ie tion is ll'+1))-l.
	
l;)	 h3111't9 ,Molutl iCs - comptal"i tIs tllg 1t',tnt-1t1U.Ite ll :0I IJCat ioll
1_, l9)tt`^hni,lues	 1'hrsc• an,'m:11it's c, • rrc• spt'ntl to
x 1'' e,lui:utgular hl,',ks. llle' ,iifforence he-
te»ecrl the eyuian.ul.lr ,tn,i t • cln:ll-Art'a blocks in
the art• a llll'ter C"llsiderat ioll is that two ehlllt-
.tn%ulat' blocks form all rtlual-area hlo '-k within
it	 " loligi(u,tin.11 hand lit the nli,i,ilt` ,'t Elie
5° !( ti 's t • ,lttal- .ttt`.1 t'lock. as shown ill Figure
It ,
 
Nlt,'ll ,'.IKt'^ ,	 t`,lll,l l -,ICt• :1 .Illolna l tes .11 - t` derived
trom avetaNtug the equiaiigitlar atiomal ies an,i
	
i•t)	 1'rrtestrial anomaltes - as ,it`s, • t'iht'd in tilll'set • ti,'li t._.
l^Ualltitat{1't` dtttervti.:es among the vart,'ll?: :lt.,'11AY ::[ • t:: Comp: ► I'c'd
are „'ml'llt e,l ill the tot nl it \MS ,l{ I t t'S - to n: PN .111,i shown 111 l.11' it` 	 17114` l:lrgt'l
,tiflt'tdil:NN , • ,','Ut'
 With ht`t	 .^. :Ilia 111[' StIlAllost
	
,'tit`	 :t: t't`twt`t'll h.il`l`'s .la,i
tt'l t"+tt'tal :I11,'malt04 tollowe 'i Cl.'st'I\' t'v `t`t t Rapp 'Ht lt`1t'llit`r:,	 ltl .l
till-tht• r look	 It the ti{ttt`Tt`l1Ct`ti t't'twt't`11 Z^ "t	 I all,i I:.II'l•'s :Inolll.11les,	 it was
.'llll,i that signit 1.'.Illt lv lat'ge tail tt • lt'tI, t`s , o ccur ill Hit- 1'l,`: ks where the
^-
1
f
t
Longitude, degrees
292	 293	 295	 296	 291291
40
-32 1 -34 -49 1 • , 22 -39	 1	 -32 -44 1 -45 -321-51
-321 -34 -351 -30 -29	 1	 -10 -34 1-34 -321-41
9
-28 1 -25 -34 1 -19 -48	 1	 -36 -18 1 -23 - 6 1	 -8
-291 -25 -381 -34 -33.51	 -27.5 -21 1-16 -11	 +68
-44 1 -40 -35 1 -17 -37	 1	 -36 -4 1	 +3 -131-17
—+ — — + — — — + — — — F — — -}- —
 
-381-49 -331-38 -20.51	 -22 -121-19 -161 -197
-171	 +6 -25 1 -21 -35	 1	 -29 -15 1 -12 -16 1 	-7
— ♦ — — + — — — + — — — +— — +
- 231 -30 -221-29 -14.51	 - -141-24 -151-26.6
-25 1 -11 -17 1 -29 -29	 1	 -22 -15 1 	-6 -201-24
— +— — + — — — +— — — + — — -L - — 
-231 -29 -241-20 -11.51	 -12 -151-13 -141.10
RMS DIFFERENCES	 (mgal)
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Leaend:
SET 1 1 SET 2
RAPP I TER .
FIGURE 5. COMPARISON OF COMPUTED ANOMALIES
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equiangular anomalies had to he average,t to get equ.tl-urea anomalies. Con-
1	 sequently, we compared the two sets again excluding these five
	 block y , and
the agreement is significantly improved ( 5.4 mgal). Similar comparison
•
between Set 1 and terrestrial :anomalies show.4 the Same improvement (8.7 mgal).
The laCj^er differences in these five block y may perhaps ba due to the fact
that the equal-area blocks .ere not equal area at all and the equiangular
t , locks .ire, in fact, equal at • es in a nou-global solution. Consequently.
the 1° x l' covariance function is improperly used for I' x 2' blocks. How-
ever. this effent is considerah1v reduced b y the dominance of the high-
densit y altimeter data as we have seen with Svstem H.
An accuracy estimate! of :.5 mg.tl w.ks obtained for 1' x 1' equal-
area anomalies with the hi gh-densit y altimetry data. The corresponding
a
estimates for terrestrial data is 10 meal and 7.3 mg a .' for Rapp'sll 1
t•
VARLF 7. KMS P 1 F'FF:RFNCES BFTWF'F:N 1'11F ANOML1 •
 SF'TS
M
RP1S Dif ferences
Anomaly Set
	 (mgal)
Set l - Set
	 9,8
Set 1 - R.a 1 ,	 8.7
Set 1 - terrestrial
	 11.7
Set 2 - Rat"')	 11.4
Set 2- terrestrial
	 13.'
Rabb - terrestrial
	 7.5
RAI'll - Set 1 ('0 equiangular h i,,cks onl y )	 5.4
Set 1 - terrestrial (.'0 equi.ungul.ar
 blocks onl y )	 8.7
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4.8 Summery ^f 1° A 1" Anomaly recovery
As outlined at the outset of this chapter, we examined three
aspects of the determination of gravity anomalies from real altimetry
data:
(1) The effect of data distribution on the accuracy of
the anomalies determined
(2) The effect of substituting smaller blocks for the
larger blocks within the middle and outer zones
(3) Use of auto- and cross -covariances for gravity
anomalies as a priori we+.ghting functions.
The results can be summarized as follows:
(1) It ha- been demonstrated that the technique and
procedures used here can be used effectively with
real altimetry data in the recovery of 1° x 1° mean
gravity anomalies.
(2) Realistic estimates for these anomalies can be
determined with varying degrees of accuracy depending
on the density and distribution of the altimetry data
(3) When the density of observation is low or if only a
few profiles of altimeter data are available, the use
of auto- and cross-covariance functions as a priori
weights can result in improved anomaly estimates.
However, the anomaly blocks should have at least one
profile passing through for any significant improvement
in the anomaly estimates from altimetry data.
(4) The use of larger anomaly blocks in the middle and
outer zones to reduce the number of parameters
results in significantly large aliasing effect/model
errors introduced in the anomalies being sought within
the inner zone. However, the use of 1° x l° blocks
to at least 2 to 3 degrees be yond the middle zone and
1)° x 5° blocks in the rest of the out : zone ma y be
optimu:n in the sense that the number of parameters would
1W I* 4
qFt
,t
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f
6
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be small aataough for practical purposes and at the
same time the resulting altastng effect wo%.ld be small
enough to b-% neglected.
(5) 1' x l' mean anomalies can be recovered to about 4.4
mKal accuracv with low- .tensity 
d
ata (one of every five
observational shown in Figure 2), this accuracy can he
increased to 2-2.5 mgal with high-densit y
 data (all
data points shown on Ftgure :).
(b) The arnosaal y set considere d to be the most realistic of
those eomptuted in this study compares ver y well with
Rapp's estimates and with the terre s trial eettm:ate.r.
Me accuracv estimates obtaine-i both with low- . oid high•-
J nsit y
 .rata show considerable improvement over R..Ipj"s
As well as those of the terrestrial estimates.
1~tese comparison::, however, are meaningless nnlems we ll.tve
gnI un.i truth 'tata with :an accuracv better than the -'--'.5 mgal accuracy
claimed in this studv to vertfv the validity of rhose claims. Until then.
we can onl y sdv that the results obtained in this ..Etidy are comp:ar:ahlt ,
 with,
it not snprrtor to, the lie -tt estimates available today.
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5. 30' x 30' MEAN ANOMALY RECOVERY
It may be recalled that the objective of this studv is to develop
practical applications for the high resolution altimeter capabilit y
 of
i CEOS-3 and future SEASAT satellite missions, with Lhe primary effort being
the development and test of suitable techniques for gravity anomal y
 deter-
mination in the marine area which is one of such applications. We have
effectively demonstrated the Least -Squares technique in recovering 1° x 1'
equal-area mean anomalies from both the low and high density altimetey data.
Now, it remains to be seen whether this technique can be used to resolve
finer structures of the gravity field from the high density altimeter data.
In the ensuing discussions, we will present some preliminary results of a
30' x 30' mean anomal y determination.
5.1 Parameter System Foti The 30' K 30' Anomaly Recovery
The high density data were used in determining the 30' x 30'
mean anomalies. in order to keep the number of data points and the cumber
of parameters in the system low for econ-mical reasons, we decided to re-
cover 36 30' x 30' approxim&-ely equal-area mean anomalies in a 3° x 4°
block bounded by latitudes 36* -3 y ° north and longituies 292°-296° east
(Figure 6). These blocks were subdivided from nine 1° x 1° equal -area
(approximate) blocks which were used in the 1° x 1° anomaly recovery. Nigh
density altimeter data from a 5° x 5° equal-area block (1858 data points)
are used for this computation. As can be seen from Figure 6, these data
extend 1 degree beyond the inner zone in which the anomalies are sought.
In the middle zone, which is a band of 1 degree around the inner
zone, 1° x 1° anomalies are used with another 20-degree band of 5° x 5°
anomalies in the outer zone. This s ystem results in 132 anomal y parameters
and one error model parameter No.
5.2 A Priori Information On The Anomalies
Since terrestrial estimates for the 30' x 30' blocks were not
readily available, the terrestrial value of the 1° x 1° block of which the
el
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30' x 30' blocks were subdivisions were used for all the four subdivisions.
Terrestrial estimates were used for the 1° x V and 5' x 5° blocks.
Equation ( 19). P 6 - D-1 model, was used for weighting the anom-
alies where the elements corresponding to the 30' x 30' blocks were y et to
zero. Auto- and cross -covariance models were not used since thev were not
readily available. However, an approximate model could be computed with
the subroutine COVA (16) employing the approach used b y Tscherning and
R (1d)app	 . TVs approach uses the similarities between the smoothing
R	 c+2
operator S i and IR e	 , where R e is the average Earth radius and hQ,
e Q
the height of a point above the Earth such that a point covariance function
C(Q,Q) will adequately approximate the covariance function of P° x P° block
anomit l ies .
B ` can be expressed in terms of the radius 
y-0 
of a circular cap
as:
	
1 _,,
	
1
i
i
	
I	 '
it
at - 1-cos	 2i+1 
[11 _,(Cos 1Po ) - P^ +l (cos 4,`,)	 (23)
0
where P ; is the Legendre Pol ynomial of degree t. Now, ^k can be approxi-
Po
mated equating the area of circular and square caps; that is, '^ o •^ -.
For 30' x 30' blocks, P - 0 °5. Thus, knowing the values of 8 0 a value of
h` could be found such that:
R
e	 (24)
C - R
e 
+h Q
for all	 Then h  can be used is an input for the subroutine COVA to
compute the niunerical auto- and cross-covariance model. Because of
limitations of time and resources in this project, however, computations
of these covariance;; could not be accomplished.
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5.3	 Results and Discussion
'^	 I
The 30' x 30' wear, anomalies a y computed with high density alti-
meter data are presented in Figure 6. Their average standard deviation
(la) was 5 mgal with the estimate of the variance of unit weight being 0.6.
The error model parameter N
o 
was estimated to be - 1.76 i 0.5 meters.
These numbers look very realistic except in the upper right
corner of Figure 6, where unusually high and low(-69 and 28) values are
noted in the adjoining blocks. A closer look at Figure 2 indicates that
this block has poor "across the track" data coverage. These values ma y
 be
due to that; on the other hand, thev may be reasonable. Onlv good ground
truth data can resolve such questions.
As we mentioned earlier, the terrestrial estimates for these
anomalies were not readil y
 available for comparison at the time this
report was written. However,
	 x 1° mean anomalies are averaged from
these 30' x 30' anomalies and compared with those from Figure 5 correspond-
ing to Set 1, Rapp's, and the terrestrial arts. The results of this com-
parison is provided in Table 8 in the form of RMS differences. In the
comparison with Set 1, the larger block:, where unusually larger differences
due to improper covariance function were noted, were excluded.
V.bLE 8. COMPARISON WITH OTHER ANOHALY SETS
RMS Differences
Averaged 1° x 1° Anomaly Minus	 imgal)
Terrestrial
	
6.7
Rapp	 4.4
Set 1 ( Figure 5)	 4.8
These comparisons are very good considering the standard devi-
ations associated with them. However, this agreement is not in indication
j
I
0 ,
1
i
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that the individual 30' x 30' mean -anomalies obtained in these computations
are resolved with good accuracv. but it certain?,, ,
 indicates that the esti-
i	
mates are very realistic. Accurate ground truth data . ► re required to
I	
verit y these estimates.
The accuracy of S mgel for the 30' x 30' anom ► lies is excellent
considering the data distributton, which is poor in the direction across
the track (satellite pass). It would be informative to see how the more
uniformly distributed date expected from the SEASAT missions will affect
these accurac y
 estimates.
M •
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6.	 CONCLUSIONS AND REMO ENDATIONS
The results of the study presented in Sections 5 and 6 of this
report led to the following conclusions:
(1) The technique and proceaures de^ • iloped and used
' in this study are very effective 	 in the determination
of detailed mean gravity anomalies to the extent of
1°	 x	 1°	 and	 30'	 x	 30'	 blocks.
(2) The accuracy estimates for the computed anomalies are
highly dependent on the density and distribution of
' data points.
(3) The anomalies computed are sensitive to a priori
relative weights us.!d as constraints.	 This sensitivity
reduces with increa4ed densit y and uniform distri-
bution of the data points.
(4) The use of the accuracy estimates given for the
terrestrial anomalies for a priori weight constraints
resu lt s in poor relative weights among the anomalies.
(5) The use of auto- and cross-co.ariance models for
anomalies as a priori weight constraints is very
effective	 in determining realistic anomaly estimates
when the density of data points is low or if only a
few profiles of altimetry data are available in the area.
(6) A block should have at least one profile passing
through it for any significant improvement in the
n esti-aiate of	 its value.
(7) Approximation of small blocks by larger block, in the
middle and outer zones reduces the unknowns and in-
creases the stability of the normal equation system.
However,	 this introduces significant model errors/
"aliasing" effect on the anomalies to be determined. 	 As
I. a compromise,	 the use of the small blocks in at least
the middle zone results in a reasonable Size of the
parameter system and small modeling errors. 	 In fact,
i
11,t
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the small	 blocks were extended 2 degrees beyond the1
middle and into the outer zone in this study.
1 (3) When the auto- and ci oss-covariances are used for a	 r
priori	 weighted constraints,	 ide,illy the blocks 	 i
where the anomalies are determined have to be truly
r
1	 i
equal
	
in area.	 In a non-global
	 sc:lution,	 equianKular
blocks would be approximatel y equal area.	 The equal-
Iy
area subdivision, as used in this studv. where some
blocks are double
	
the area of
	
the ethers,	 results	 in
improper relative weights. 	 However,	 this needs to he
examined further.
(9) With the low density data	 (14 14h data points over a
11 0 x 1:° block).	 1°	 x	 1" mean anomalies can be de-
^.
^	 1
[ermined w ► th &n accuracy of about 4 mgal. 	 Indications
, t
are that	 this figure can be improved te7 about	 ' mgal
t
with high density data 	 (7475 data point:al.	 A prelim-
inary determination showed	 that	 30'	 x all '	 mean	 C
anomalies can be estimated with an accuracv of about
	 I	 r
5 ntgal with	 the high density data.	 i
(10) Comput-ed anomalies compared well with those computed by
Rapp using Least-Squares, Collocation techniques and with t
terrestrial	 estimates;	 tilt' accuracv estimates obtained
in this study are significantly better. 	 However.	 due
to	 tho	 lack of accurate ground	 troth data.	 we carnnot
	 verify
how good each of	 these eiete•rminations	 is.
`	 Even though significant results have been obtained considering
the available time	 and	 resources	 in	 this	 study,	 there tire[	 sever. ► [	 areas	 i
ttiat
	 need	 further examination.	 Some of these are-	 listed below:
1•. (1) Some of	 the equal-area blocks used here art-	 largrt
than the ether blocks due: to th y- subdivision scheme
used.	 The	 1° x V a iutocuvariances used for it priori	 (^
ise
i
weight constraints appear to have ui , faivorable effects on
the anomal y estimates.	 These eftects need to be examined
b y	 using	 either	 truly	 eelu.il-urea	 l+locl.s	 or	 eyuian.ul,er	 +
S
+
blocks.	 i
t	 i
a
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(2) The 1' x 1' anomalies must be recomputed using high
densi ty data with Parameter System A, where 	 the	 l'	 x 1'
anomaly parameters dre extended :' bevond the middle
zone.	 This computation was not done 	 in this :study due
to the	 limitations of	 time and resources.
(3) The data distribution in Figure 2 shows poor cross-
track coverage.	 It would be instructive to see the
effect of more uniform data coverage on the computed
anomalies and their accurac y estimates.
(4) The anomal y parameter s ystem used for the 30' x 30'
anomal y determination s must be reexamined to see
i whether any improvement to the anomal y and their
accurac y estimates could he made.
(5) The possibility of resolving mean anomalies over
still	 smaller blocks	 (e.g.,	 15'	 x	 15')	 must be examined.
(6) However improved the anomaly and the accuracy
estimates ma y be,	 thew are meaningless unless we can
verify them with proper ground truth data. 	 The ground
>v truth data presently available are totally inadequate
with respect to coverage and accuracy.	 There should
be a concerted effort on the part of the :agencies respon-
sible for geodesy to establish a marine callh-ation
range where proper ground truth data could he established
I for verifying	 the high	 rersolutiOla altimeter data and
their derivatives.
i
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